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H coastal spaces  / the living room

vibrant
A bold, jewel-toned sofa is an eye- 
catcher in a neutral room. Crate  

and barrel tailor sofa in Peacock, 
$1,699; crateandbarrel.com  

neutral 
An ultra-padded back and cushions 
make this sofa easy to get cozy on. 

Mitchell gold + bob Williams 
bennet 90" sofa in mink, $2,275; 

mgbwhome.com

MidCentury
A low-height, angular design is a 
great base for a mod, minimalist 
room. thayer Coggin dale sofa 

in Red, $4,407; yliving.com

transitional
smaller areas can accommodate 

this charming love seat with 
nailhead trim. Century Furniture 
Keith sofa, from $4,746; century 

furniture.com for retailers

Guiding 
Light
Swap traditional lamps 
and shades in favor of 
this illuminating 
conversation piece  
with a wooden tripod 
base and shade- 
free nautical-style 
searchlight. It lets 
you adjust the  
glow wherever you 
like, and it’s a 
streamlined look 
for smaller areas 
where there’s 
little room for 
side tables. 

Artistic License
For big impact above your sofa, choose a piece of art that occupies a horizontal space 
between two-thirds the length of the sofa and its full length. Art that’s smaller than 
that will look out of scale. Hang it about 6 to 9 inches above the sofa so that the art  
and furniture appear as a cohesive unit. Go sans frame (or choose a really thin one) 
for large, vibrant canvas pieces, like the ones shown here, so they pop all the more. 

Modern
Classic tufting meets contempo-

rary lines for a stylish vibe. 
West elm livingston sofa in 

Leek, $1,399; westelm.com

ralph lauren Home 
Montauk search light 

Floor lamp in mahogany 
and Polished nickel, 

$2,068; circalighting.com

CouCh
Surfing

interior design and 
architecture by ike 
Kligerman barkley

ToTally Floored
finding the right rug is as simple  
as following this tip: Choose one 
that at least partially fits all of your 
seating atop it, leaving at least 8 
inches between the rug edges and 
the wall. We love natural abaco  
or jute options because they’re 
durable; a pretty design takes them 
from simple to sophisticated. 

Patterson, Flynn & Martin 
brighton lane rug in natural 
& navy, available to the trade; 

pattersonflynnmartin.com

insPired rooMs Find more ideas 
from our gallery of 50 beautiful living 
rooms at coastalliving.com/livingroom


